Run Report for Run 2605 The End of Yuletube Run
We all gathered in the back carpark of Holland Park Hotel for a nice scenic leisurely walk/run around
beautiful downtown Holland Park. There were 40 of us there but whos counting.
GM Verbal Diarrhea called the circle and the hares were called Scruffy and Craft. We got the usual half
hour brief before the run. How an arrow points, different sizes of arrows ,faint arrows, bright arrows,
Camel toe arrows, the size of the chalk to mark the arrows, how to make the chalk last when drawing
arrows, the hares also had a roll of toilet paper to wipe the shit away. On on we went.
The Run
We set off down Yuletide St past St Joachims Primary School. They had a motto. Stop Look and Listen. Its
something that most hashers don’t understand. We came to our first check back but who needs them
when you can follow everyone else who has done this track before. We followed various streets and
lanes and hills. We came past Holland Park Bowls Club where the old bowlers had lost their balls.
A wise man once said He who wears shoes with cracked soles gets loud squeaky shoes. Meatlovers
20/1/2020. We followed the arrows back in the CORRECT direction and enjoyed our nice 30 min leisure
walk. The whole group beat the Brewmaster back (as usual).
The Circle
The circle was formed next to the Church and behind the Hairdressers with beers and bullshit to be
had.The circle was formed and the hares presented with their down downs and the runs rated. Monk
Cork Asian Snappy Tom took to the centre to do the charges they were as follows
Divot- Not sucking a cock but kissed a bloke who has.
Chardarse – Not wearing/wearing hash gear.
Royal Screw and Scruffy- Sleeping with Bayside Hash at the surf carnival.
Multiple- Usual bus driver story at every circle. He was driving along and spotted a blonde wearing short
shorts and a singlet top with her boobs hanging out. He turned around for a better look and drove up
the arse of a car. He earnt his overtime that day by filling out the accident report.
Brengun- Having a drinking problem and leaving behind his glass with the gold medal on it but it keeps
finding him.He has 6 months of training before the next over 60s lunch.
Brengun won the idiot of the week.
The Dinner.
There was the usual massive line up of 40 blokes wanting beer and senior meal specials due to all their
ages with only 2 people behind the bar. The meals were initially slow coming out due to the
overwhelming orders but when they arrived the food was great with no complaints. Its on on till next
week . Next weeks run is at Mr Hong Modern Asian Restaurant. 321 Montague Rd. Cnr Montague Rd
and Beesley St. West End. I think its an Asian restaurant that sells rice.
Overall- Good leisurely walk / run. Plenty of parking. Great food. Sun ,sand and surf at beautiful

downtown Holland Park.
Someone ban this idiot from doing run reports.

